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Appn Ref No: Applicant: Parish:
12/0793 Story Homes St Cuthberts Without

Agent: Ward:
Positive Planning Solutions
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Dalston

Location: Land bounded by Hammonds Pond, Oaklands Drive and Durdar Road,
Carlisle

Proposal: Erection Of 318no. Dwellings (Including 66no. Affordable Dwellings),
Associated Open Space and Infrastructure

 Date of Receipt: Statutory Expiry Date 26 Week Determination
20/09/2012 23:00:42 20/12/2012 23:00:42

REPORT Case Officer:   Angus Hutchinson

1. Recommendation

1.1 It is recommended that the proposal is approved subject to the imposition of
relevant conditions, and the satisfactory completion of a s106 agreement to
secure:

a) the payment of a commuted sum towards improvements to the CCTV
system serving Hammonds Pond (£10,000); improve the drainage to the
football pitches at Hammonds Pond (£40,000); improvements to the
skate park at Hammonds Pond (£133,000); carry the diversion,
re-instatement and provision of lighting to two footpaths at Hammonds
Pond (£185,000);

b) the transfer an area of land to form an extension to Hammonds Pond to
the City Council;

c) the payment of the commuted sum (£171,000 plus an administration fee
of £8,500) requested by the Education Authority;

d) the provision to each unit of a refuse wheeled bin;
e) the provision of the affordable housing (66 units with 35 in the form of

low cost units, and 31 as rented units - the 35 low cost units comprise
x10 two bed apartments; x23 three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses,
and the affordable rented units are specified as x10 two bed apartments;
x15 three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses);



f) the payment of £10,000 to enable improvements to be carried out to the
Caldew Cycleway;

g) the submission of a full Travel Plan involving the appointment of a
Travel Plan Co-ordinator (to produce annual reports until one year after
the completion of the final property) and a target reduction of 10% in AM
and PM peak hour trips;

h) the payment of a Travel Plan bond in favour of the County Council to be
used in the event that the targets have not been achieved i.e. £77,175
(based on the cost of an annual Carlisle Megarider bus ticket multiplied
by the proposed reduction in the number of AM and PM peak hour car
trips multiplied by 5 years), and an administration contribution of £6,600;
and

i)  the City Council's monitoring fee of £300 per commitment.

2. Main Issues

2.1 Whether or not the scale and type of development is appropriate and/or lead
to any significant adverse effect on housing policies.

2.2 Whether it is sustainable in terms of transport and accessibility.
2.3 Whether the proposal would be detrimental to highway safety/capacity.
2.4 Implications for local community infrastructure – education, sports field/play

equipment and refuse bins.
2.5 Whether the proposal meets the objectives of saved Policy H5 of the CDLP

regarding the provision of affordable/social housing.
2.6 Whether there are any significant adverse effects on ecology.
2.7 Whether the proposal would be detrimental to the living conditions and

security of local residents.
2.8 Whether the proposal would be detrimental to the visual character of the

area including trees.

3. Application Details

The Site

3.1 This application relates to 12.59 hectares of pasture land that was grazed by
livestock located on the southern fringes of the City adjoining the Upperby
Ward, to the immediate south of the public park at Hammonds Pond, and
bounded by residential development to the east by Blackwell Road and west
at Oaklands Drive (off Scalegate Road).  Blackwell Vale Nursing Home and
the Eden Valley Hospice adjoin part of the western boundary.  Carlisle Race
Course and the residential properties associated with the village of Blackwell
are to the south-west and south.  Carlisle City Centre is approximately 2.7km
to the north.  Upperby Ward, which has a population of 5,476 (Cumbria
Observatory, 2011 Census), falls within the boundary of the City whilst
Blackwell is in the parish of St Cuthbert Without.        

3.2 Blackwell Road and Scalegate Road both run southwards and meet up with
the road leading from Durdar to junction 42 of the M6.



3.3 The site is relatively flat but slopes downwards in a south-north direction
(45m AOD to 35m AOD) and comprises five fields with a drainage ditch
running through the centre which discharges into Wire Mire Beck that flows
along the northern boundary with Hammonds Pond.  Wire Mire Beck
subsequently discharges into the River Caldew approximately 1400m to the
north-west of the site.  The River Caldew is a tributary of the River Eden and
therefore included within the River Eden SAC designation.  Properties along
Oaklands Drive have experienced problems associated with surface water
but the application site itself largely falls within Flood Zone 1 (Low Probability
suitable for all uses).  The site is also characterised by the presence of two
telecommunications masts, mature trees, hedgerows and the presence of a
lean-to shelter. 

3.4 A public footpath (confusingly referenced as number 129014 when within the
parish of St Cuthbert Without but number 109371 within the boundary of the
City) currently goes across the site in a west to north-east axis with access
achieved at two locations: a) 61/63 Blackwell Road; and b) 230/Lonning
Close/The Paddocks on Scalegate Road.

3.5 Under the Proposals Map of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016 the
application site is part of a designated Urban Fringe Landscape.  The
majority of the site is included within the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA) as land which is deliverable and developable within
the first five years of the forthcoming Local Plan.  In the “Carlisle District
Local Plan 2015-2030 Preferred Options Consultation”, the site is identified
as being the subject of a current application.  The application site lies within
the County Council’s Landscape Character Type 5d Urban Fringe (“Cumbria
Landscape Character Guidance and Toolkit”, March 2011).

The Proposal

3.6 The current application seeks full planning permission for residential
development comprising the erection of 318 residential units of which 146 are
4 bed; 138 are 3 bed; and 34 are 2 bed. Of these, 126 are detached; 128 are
semi-detached; 42 are terraced; and 22 consist of apartments.  The provision
of affordable housing totals 66 units with 35 in the form of low cost units, and
31 as rented units.  The 35 low cost units comprise x10 two bed apartments;
x23 three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses.  The affordable rented units
are specified as x10 two bed apartments; x15 three bed houses; and x2 four
bed houses.                 

3.7 The submitted layout plans show vehicular access achieved from both
Blackwell Road and Scalegate Road; the diversion of Wire Mire Beck to
provide the focus for a "green spine" running through the site; the existing
footpath stopped up at Blackwell Road and Scalegate Road; the footpath
diverted to follow the proposed vehicular access off Blackwell Road, the
diverted course of Wire Mire Beck and then connect into the existing network
serving Hammonds Pond; a circular route for buses to arrive and exit from
Blackwell Road; the retention of the existing trees as far as possible; and the
provision of open space with a SUDS pond to provide a new approach and
extension to Hammonds Pond. Foul drainage will connect into an existing



sewer located at the north of the site.  Surface water drainage has been
designed to accommodate a 1 in 30 year storm event with no surface
flooding.  Attenuation is to be provided to limit the surface water discharge
designed to a 1 in 100 year event increased by 20% to accommodate for the
effects of climate change.

3.8 As part of the proposal, the intention is to carry out improvements to the
CCTV system serving Hammonds Pond (£10,000); improve the drainage to
the football pitches at Hammonds Pond (£40,000); improvements to the
skate park at Hammonds Pond (£133,000); carry the diversion,
re-instatement and provision of lighting to two footpaths at Hammonds Pond
(£185,000); transfer an area of land to form an extension to Hammonds Pond
to the City Council; the establishment of a maintenance company to manage
etc the remaining open space provision; and the payment of £179,550 as a
commuted sum covering primary school travel costs.  The applicant has also
agreed to the payment of £10,000 as a contribution to improvements to the
Caldew cycle-track.   

3.9     The proposal is accompanied by a Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Assessment (Integra Consulting Engineers Ltd); a Phase 1
Geo-Environmental Ground Investigation (Integra Consulting Engineers Ltd);
Design and Access Statement (Barton Wilmore); Planning Statement
(Positive Planning); Transport Assessment (i-Transport); an Interim Travel
Plan (i-Transport); Tree Report (AJT Environmental Consultants); an Ecology
Report, August 2012 (AJT Environmental Consultants); an updated Ecology
Report, March 2013 (AJT Environmental Consultants); a Bat Survey Report
(AJT Environmental Consultants); a Community and Stakeholder
Engagement Statement (Positive Planning); and an Air Quality Assessment
for Proposed Residential Development Land at Durdar Road, Blackwell,
Carlisle.  In response to concerns expressed by interested parties, the
applicant also had submitted on its behalf a Technical Note prepared by
i-Transport.

3.10 The City Council commissioned Lloyd Bore to undertake a “River Eden SAC
– Assessment of Likely Significant Effect”, and a Transport Audit undertaken
by iPRT (Transport Planning).

4. Summary of Representations

4.1 Prior to the submision of this proposal the applicant undertook engagement
with the local community, the extent and results of which are summarised in
the Community and Stakeholder Engagement Statement.

4.2 This application has been advertised in the form of press and site notices,
and the direct notification of the occupiers of 176 neighbouring properties.
The County Council separately arranged for three drop-in sessions between
the 3rd - 5th December 2012 respectively at the Community Centre; St.
John's Ambulance Station, Scalegate Road; and Carlisle Racecourse.  In
response we have received 50 letters/e-mails and a petition (with 143
signatures) objecting to the proposal; and 18 letters commenting on the



proposal.  A local resident objecting to the proposal has also commissioned a
report from the Development Transport Planning Consultancy (DTPC).  The
County Councillor for Upperby has written objecting to this application.  A
copy of a letter written by the County Councillor for Dalston and
Cummersdale has also been forwarded to the City Council. 

4.3 The letters/e-mails of objection are on the following grounds:

1. the proposed development is not needed in the context of Morton and
Crindledyke - brownfield sites should be used first.  Under the present
Local Plan this land is not allocated for housing and is not on the list of
sites to be developed within the Plan's period. Paragraph 5.78 states that
permission will not be granted for greenfield sites not on the list, and the
housing policy favours brownfield sites being filled first;

2. if the Council already feels it is a departure from the Local Plan, and the
fact that there is sufficient housing for the next 6.14 years without this
proposal, then why is it being considered? The interim housing policy
should not be used as there is sufficient housing for the next 6.14 years
without this development.  The original SHLAA land availability seems to
have stretched in that the original did not have any housing allocated
behind 63-73 Durdar Road or the top end of Oaklands Drive;

3. it massively intrudes into the countryside.  Upperby Park will become
enclosed on all sides by housing if this goes ahead - a significant length
of the Park borders fields at present, so it will have a big visual impact.
This greenfield site, adjoining a Park, hospice, nursing home and
containing a lonning with traditional hedgerows and mature trees plus a
running watercourse is particularly sensitive and needs to be protected
from the large-scale and intensive development proposed.  Will there be
sufficient landscaping to minimise the development's visual impact?;

4. wholly unwanted by the local community - there is no provision of any
social meeting hall/community hall, schools, shops, and pubs.  There will
be so many more young people with no place to go.  The development
would destroy the village of Blackwell as it will quadruple the housing in
the area and blur/co-join Upperby with Blackwell.  Social and existing
infrastructure overload.  The water pressure is already low in Durdar;

5. the proposed junction at Durdar Road is far too close to a tight bend
which has poor visibility - traffic already speeds too fast along this road
and to add a junction at this place would be asking for accidents to
happen. Unclear how existing residents on Durdar Road can get into/out
of their drives safely.  There is already planning permission given for 60+
homes on the site of the old stables.  Developer not only ignored the
suggestion of constructing a roundabout but 23 additional houses have
been included in the amended application;

6. conversely, if a roundabout was to be incorporated it would lead to traffic
travelling down Durdar Road towards Currock being held up creating a
bottleneck at rush hour morning and evening.  A second access/exit



leading from/to Oaklands Drive/Scalegate Road should be formed;

7. the entrance on Scalegate Road emerges at the bottom of a hill with
steep embankments and very restricted sight lines were a lot of cars
come speeding on a 60 mph country lane;

8. traffic and parking issues - the provision of an entry road to the site from
Scalegate Road will reduce the amount of traffic on Durdar Road
generated by the development, but there will still be a noticeable increase
in traffic in the local community if all homes become occupied.  The high
number of homes means that there will be hundreds more vehicles on
local routes.  The opening up has just created a rat run from Upperby to
Blackwell.  It also gives the criminal element so many more opportunities
for unfettered access to this proposal, Blackwell, Upperby and Currock;

9. Currock Road, Blackwell Road and Durdar Road will not cope with the
increase in traffic, especially large construction vehicles.  Local residents
as a whole try and keep to speed limits but there are a large number of
vehicles who speed.  The aforementioned roads are all used by HGV
training vehicles.  By increasing the volume of traffic on these roads it will
lead to more congestion. 

10. flooding - the storm drains can't cope as it is, extra houses will make it
worse;

11. wildlife - building into another two fields will seriously impact their habitat -
bats in the ancient oak trees, woodpeckers, and curlews, foxes, badgers,
stoats, grey geese, hedgehogs, owls and local ducks.  Environmentally
green helps keep the City stay green;

12. schools - where will the children go?  Upperby Primary is already having
to build 4 extra classrooms with no extra room for a dining hall;

13. noise and fumes/pollution - cars travelling to and within the proposed
estate;

14. outlook and privacy from rear of existing properties will be severly
affected/non existent;

15. impact on living conditions in terms of losses of light, overshadowing,
proximity to the boundary, light pollution, crime, location of sub-station,
litter, inconvenience, and during the construction of the development;

16.  some property owners will allegedly find themselves living with negative
equity if development goes ahead because the property values will be
reduced;

17. the number of houses has been increased from 295 to 314, with the
number of affordable units remaining the same - less than 1/5th of homes
will be affordable which means limited benefit to the community;



18. the public footpath has been re-routed so that it now follows the proposed
estate roads and not the separate "greenway".  Problems previously
experienced with the footpath adjoining The Paddocks, Scalegate Road;

19. the proposal will considerably alter the character of the area - the end of
Scalegate Road has always been the boundary of the City and should
remain so;

20. worried that the current residents/home owners on Durdar Road and
surrounding areas have no real voice and are not being listened to and
nor are they heard;

21. we realize that a number of roads will be built within the development and
were wondering whether the developer might be willing to resurface our
lane at the same time;

22. the developer has a moral obligation to provide new infrastructure for
sustainable transport users to reduce the environmental impact of the
development for example by providing new ramps on either side of the
bridge over the River Caldew at Cummersdale, a new alignment for the
cycleway, tarmac the surface to a minimum width of 2.5 metres from the
River Caldew to the Cumbrian Coast Railway Line, and tarmac the lane
from the Cumbrian Coast Railway Line over the Railway Bridge and the
full length of Lowry Street;

23. would like to see at least 50% of homes planned to be affordable in order
for the community to have any real benefit from it;

24. 295 cars will produce an average 3,363,000 lbs of CO2 each year;

25. the developer providing funds forward for Hammonds Pond is alleged to
be just a bribe but this will come at the expense of people already living in
the area. 

4.4 The petition has been signed on the grounds of access safety, joining of
communities, crime, schooling, contrary to Council's interim housing
statement, surplus to Council's 5 year plan, quality of life of residents,
suitability of location, destruction of greenfield site, and destruction of
Blackwell Villlage.

4.5 The DTPC Report (March 2013) raises, amongst other things, the following
points:

1. the submitted Transport Assessment (TA) does not provide sufficient
comfort to remove any safety issues, the scheme has no "defensible"
boundaries to the south, and the sustainability from a highway point of
view is not proven.  Other than affordable housing there is little or no
additional community benefit to support the total number of units
promoted.  Affordable housing requires good transport links, these are not
considered to have been provided;



2. the key footpath links are unlit, unmade and not overlooked as such do
not provide safe DDA compliant routes, the site access has an increase
potential for accidents to occur and has not been shown to work in
combination with the other adjacent junctions in a safe manner, the
residual impacts would be deemed severe and thus should be refused;

3.  the submitted TA does not represent the actual impacts of a 318 unit
development;

4. no information has been submitted on the code to be used and the on
site generation to reduce the impact of the proposed housing on energy
etc;

5. in the case of the Scalegate Road no details are provided in terms of
width or sight lines to show it can be delivered in the form shown.  Speed
around the local network is significantly higher than the posted 30mph -
no assessment appears to have been undertaken.  The maximum sight
line would only be available if the hedge along the frontage was removed,
this is not proposed, in addition the hedges would not be in the ownership
of the developer.  In reality both the designed and max sight lines would
be obscured when a vehicle was parked turning right into the proposed
side road;

6. the path along the site frontage is narrower than the paths on either side
but no proposals are set out to increase its width and thus improve the
walking route north/south.  This would improve the walking environment
as the pedestrians would be further away from the speeding vehicles;

7. the access is heavily constrained, has conflicting movements, takes no
account of the level of turning vehicles to be catered for and the scheme
requires third party land;

8. clearly there have been accidents in the region of the site access, one
being serious in nature, and the actual safety issues in the access area
need serious consideration especially when combined with restricted
sight lines, downhill approach and habitual abuse of the speed limit.
These facts and the increase in new trips across the day of 2300 indicate
that the risk of an accident is significant but no mitigation has been set
out or considered necessary;

9. the track/path link to Durdar Road will not be lit or surfaced - the path
would not be a desirable route in inclement weather or during the hours of
darkness, it therefore should not be the reliable route for walking to a bus
stop/service;

10. the track/path leading to Scalegate Road will be unmade and unlit- this
would mean that the path would not be a desirable route in inclement
weather or during the hours of darkness;

11. the distance to bus stops on Durdar Road and Scalegate Road exceed
the 400m set out in guidance, ideally as this is a major town/urban area



the 200m walk distance would be the target distance (i.e. 475/515m and
800/830m respectively).  The key route in terms of frequency and
connection across the week/night etc is the Scalegate Road route where
the walk distance is the worst from the site.  It is therefore considered that
the links to public transport are not of a high quality such that modal shift
could be envisaged - the site is therefore car dependent.

A copy of the aforementioned report has been included with the copies of the
representations received.

4.6 The comments received are on the following grounds:

1. need to remove the bend along Durdar Road, purchase and demolish
95/97 Durdar Road, create a roundabout and slow traffic down - currently
an accident waiting to happen;

2. the majority of traffic would use Durdar Road although concerns still exist
over the use of Scalegate Road;

3. the closure of the track adjacent to Blackwell Vale is welcomed;

4. Upperby School is already full every year so people in this area will
struggle to get their children to their local school;

5.  houses have already been flooded and this will make it worse;

6. query whether a planning clause could be put in place requiring the
developer to put money into providing a sustainable route for cyclists,
walkers and mobility vehicles - a cycle route could be put in which would
link to the existing Dalston/Carlisle Caldew cyclepath;

7. like to see clear measures to ensure that the natural features within and
bordering the site are protected. 

4.7 The letter of objection from the County Councillor for Upperby explains that
he has been contacted by a number of residents on Oaklands Drive on the
basis that the revised plan now includes a road providing access to Scalegate
Road with new housing units.  The residents were not happy with the idea of
the proposed access road; concerned over the alleged lack of detail
regarding the junction with Scalegate Road; and feel that Scalegate Road
should be widened to accommodate the new junction.  Furthermore, the
residents object strongly to the additional housing which will overlook their
properties.  A number of the properties on Oaklands Drive have been
subjected to flooding in recent years arising from the field to the rear of the
properties.  Whilst the creation of a new road would be an opportunity to
resolve this issue, the location of the proposed new houses would exacerbate
the problem, particularly as much of the existing piped drainage system would
lie beneath private gardens and thus be inaccessible.

4.8 The letter by the County Councillor for Dalston and Cummersdale identifies
concerns raised by local residents regarding flooding from surface water and



the need for the proposed attenuation pond to cater for this; and traffic, in
particular highlighting the possibility of the developer purchasing 95/97
Durdar Road to straighten the road and construct a roundabout.  The
Councillor also reported two concerns having been aired during the drop-in
sessions, namely: a need for a roundabout on Blackwell Road; and whether
the roundabout could be provided by the developer making a contribution
towards the off-site provision of affordable units at Raffles instead of
providing affordable units on the site. 

5. Summary of Consultation Responses

Cumbria County Council - (Education Authority): - a housing development
of 318 dwellings is projected to yield 76 primary aged pupils.  This
development lies within the catchment area of Stoneraise School, which has
a Pupil Admission Number (PAN) of 16 for entry in September 2012 and a
maximum net capacity of 90.  It is projected that by September 2015 the
school will be full in the junior section without any development.  However,
the infant section would have space but with this development the school will
exceed their maximum capacity.

However, due to the distance between the development and the catchment
school of Stoneraise other options must be considered, so that a sustainable
option can be found to accommodate all 76 pupils that the development will
yield.  There are also a number of closer schools within walking distance.
Having taken a strategic view looking at all options in a 3 mile radius a
contribution is sought from this development to mitigate against its impact.

Stoneraise School has capacity to accommodate 28 (out of the 76) pupils,
therefore a transport contribution is sought as the distance between the
development is 2.8 miles along an unsafe walking route.  This amounts to a
contribution of £171,000 plus an administration fee of £8,500.

The £171,000 transport cost is calculated from the daily cost of a 24 seat
bus, which would be required to accommodate the 20 pupils who could not fit
on the existing transport to Stoneraise - there are currently 8 spare seats on
the bus.  The cost of a 24 seat bus is £90 per day, hence for a 190 day
school year over a 10 year period the calculation is £90 x 190 x 10 +
£171,000.

The County Council is of the view that the proposed residential development
site is poorly related to Pennine Way School.  Parents in the new housing
development will have to walk their children up to 1.9 miles to reach Pennine
Way whilst there are 6 other schools closer, which are full, but potentially
could be expanded.  From a School Organisation perspective this situation is
not considered the best option.  However, it is acknowledged that seeking an
education contribution for the 48 remaining pupils would not meet the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) tests.  

Cumbria County Council - (Highway Authority): - the entry points to the
estate off Blackwell Rd and Scalegate Rd are compromised by being the only
readily available access points. We have advised that the Scalegate Rd



access did not comply either in terms of visibility nor width/layout, however
the applicants have access to land south of the site and it is possible to
provide a proper visibility splay and Major Access Road off Local Distributor
Road junction. The applicant has submitted a revised drawing proposing the
extension of the 20mph speed limit and widening Scalegate Rd.

However whilst well in excess is available to the north, 70m must be provided
to the south, this can be easily achieved by removing a portion of
hedge/banking to form a standard verge. ‘Turning-track’ drawings have been
provided which show that by widening Scalegate Rd to 6m past the junction,
achieves an acceptable layout. The Traffic Regualtion Order process
outcome cannot be guaranteed (speed restriction extension) but the proposed
Grampian condition covers both junctions. If the 20 limit on Scalegate Rd is
extended the entire estate should also be covered by a 20 limit, with 20/30
restriction signage provided at the Durdar Rd junction.

In the case of the Durdar Rd junction, the levels of traffic to/from Lowry St
(and the associated consented Northern Properties development) is both
small and local; relying on traffic obeying a ‘no overtaking’ system is
commonplace on the national roads network, at bends, blind summits/hidden
dips etc: and this Authority is content with the concept.

However, Cumbria Highways view is that both the Blackwell and
Scalegate Rd junction need to be properly designed (ie full engineering
drawings including levels, roadmarkings and signage) and then a Stage
2 Road Safety Audit be carried out  before the application is determined
– as if satisfactory junction layout cannot be achieved, the development
has to be refused.

In relation to the internal design of the estate the Barton Wilmore Drawing
20868-05V, still shows a 4.1m width Shared Access Way fronting blocks
231-233 (this needs to be 4.8m to accommodate the diverted Footpath) and
still doesn’t show a proper (2.4m width) connection to the existing paths in
Hammond Park, north of houses 238/239.

We are unable to detect anything in the revised submission that advises the
developer has adequately catered for the existing surface water drainage
systems to the south and west of houses in Oaklands Drive, although this can
be secured by Condition.

Without site sections, including the existing housing on Oaklands Drive, it is
difficult to tell whether the overlooking/boundary issues have been addressed.

The raised table chicane on the bend is considered to be unacceptable.  Thus
this Council’s previous refusal recommendation stands unless you are minded
to have things dealt with as part of the Highways Act 1980 Sec: 38 process, as
we consider the present submission unsuitable for adoption as public highway.

These are the point needing to be addressed for the submitted drawing to be
acceptable to this Authority:



It is understood the narrowing on the bend has been done to retain a mature
tree; full engineering details must be submitted to demonstrate that 50m
forward visibility is available – the proposed shrubs on the inside of the bend
are unacceptable;
The 5m secondary access road west of plots 55/74 is to be a 4.8m SAW;
The “Square” must have its ESE side bitmac surfaced without raised tables
on the junctions so as to clearly define the main route;
The SAW west of Plot 231 must be 4.8m, also that between Plots 209 &
204 and 188 & 174;
The 2.5m Cyclepath must be shown as connecting to the paths in
Hammonds Park;
It is unclear what purpose the 6m link road (between plots 169 – 158)
serves - this should be 5m and the northern junction should be a ‘raised
table’ rather than where it is situated to the east;
The view of the Fire Service should be sought in relation to the proposed
4.8m SAW running north – south (between plots 186 & 178) particularly
given the high incidence of driveways; this should be at least, a 5m
Secondary Access Road;
As noted the southern visibility at the junction with Scalegate Rd needs to
be improved and design details need to be fully detailed and Stage2 Road
Safety Audited;
Full engineering details of the traffic calming features on the link road to
Scalegate Rd are required, the inclusion of trees on the inside of the bend
on the one by Plot 305 is unacceptable. Presumably they are ‘one sided
islands’ narrowing the road to 3m – if this is the case access to/from parking
areas to plots 296/297 & 313/314 becomes problematic – these would be
best formed as full width raised tables, lengthened to coincide with the
drives.

Given the traffic survey information provided for Scalegate Road along with the
acknowledgement that some of the children from the proposed development
will fill capacity at the catchment schools (Stoneraise Primary and Caldew
Secondary) with the rest likely being accommodated at Pennine Way Primary
and Richard Rose Central Academy, it is considered that the submitted
Transport Assessment remains robust. However this makes the linkage to
Scalegate Road all the more important and the Final Travel Plan will need to
be revised to reflect this prior to securing through the Section 106 Agreement
(which also needs to secure provision for the Educational Transport
contribution the developer has now agreed to).

The proposed diverted and upgraded Footpath betwixt Durdar Rd and
Scalegate Rd, though the site and Hammonds Park, the majority of the estate
will have access to the existing suburban bus services that operate along the
C1036 (Durdar) and C1037(Scalegate) roads. The connectivity now being
provided through the estate allows for future ‘through bus routing’ once the
entire estate is complete, should this prove attractive to commercial operators.

The Interim Travel Plan submitted with the planning application is acceptable,
with satisfactory aims and objectives. Modal shift measures proposed are
reasonable, though it is considered the benefits of a car club be considered as
an alternative to a car share scheme. Also, Travel Packs for households,



would be more effective if discounted bus tickets were included. These are
measure that can be looked at again once the Final Travel Plan is produced
with the benefits of having Phase 1 to provide a current time data-base.

The Interim Travel Plan states the intention to upgrade the document to a full
Travel Plan three months prior to first occupation of the site and that the ‘first
annual travel survey’ of residents will be undertaken a year after the first
occupation of the site’. This is not acceptable, since at the outset of the
development there are insufficient residents to survey. However, if production
of the Final Travel Plan is delayed until Phase1 of the development is fully
functional, data from it can be used to inform/verify the trip generation
estimates presented in the Transport Assessment and Travel Modes of
residents.

The Final Travel Plan must address these issues:
identify the site Travel Plan Co-ordinator;
include sufficient budget provision to deliver identified measures;
set out targets which will be used indicate the success or otherwise of the
Travel Plan.
[It is suggested that a reasonable headline target would be a 10% reduction
in peak hour car trips generated by the development (in line with CCC's
'Travel Plans and the Planning Process in Cumbria: Guidance for
Developers')].
provide for Annual Review until one year after the completion of the final
property(ies), with any agreed measures being implemented and assessed
in the year following the Review that identified them.

The Town & Country Planning Act 1990, Section106 Agreement should
include these Travel Plan provisions:
A target reduction of 10% in AM and PM peak hour trips (as in the
submitted Transport Assessment dated September 2012).
A Travel Plan Bond of £77,175 (based on the cost of an annual Carlisle
Megarider bus ticket multiplied by the 10% proposed reduction in the
number of AM and PM peak hour trips multiplied by 5 years), to be used on
Modal Shift measures, in the event that the Target isn’t achieved.
A contribution of £6,600 should be secured in respect of County Council
staff time relating to the Annual monitoring and review of the Travel Plan
through liaison with the site's Travel Plan Co-ordinator. (Based on 6
reviews @ £1,100 per time, if the development is completed sooner this will
reduce and the first review will be the Final Travel Plan produced when
Phase1 is complete.)

The developer’s contribution to School Transport provision and fact there is no
longer a need to contribute to school extensions has been covered in separate
correspondence, but also needs to be covered with the Section 106
Agreement.

Cumbria County Council - (Archaeological Services): - the site has been
the subject of an archaeological desk-based assessment and geophysical
survey.  The results of the survey have highlighted several clusters of



features across the site that are likely to be of archaeological origin.  These
features are not considered to be of sufficient importance to warrant
preservation, but it is recommended that they are investigated further and,
where appropriate, should be subject to a programme of archaeological
recording.

It is therefore recommended that at an archaeological evaluation and, where
necessary, a scheme of archaeological recording of the site be undertaken in
advance of development and asdvise that this work should be commissioned
and undertaken at the expense of the developer.  This programme of work
can be secured through the inclusion of two conditions.

Clerk to St Cuthberts Without PC: - fully suportive of this application which
sits comfortably within a residential area but raises some concerns and leads
to the following observations.

Access - The plans show one access from Durdar Road which is a busy route
and many concerns have been raised about the excessive speed of traffic
both inbound and outbound and records will show that there have been
several serious accidents some of which have resulted in fatalities.  The
access point is immediately following a blind bend when heading north
towards the City Centre.  The additional traffic will only serve to exacerbate
the road safety issues.  A significant improvement to all aspects of traffic
management and road safety could be achieved by the installation of a
roundabout at the access to the development on the site of 95/97 Durdar
Road.

Drainage - Concern over the adequacy of the existing systems to cope with
the additional volumes of surface and waste water which will be generated
with the loss of natural land soak.  Appropriate management of holding ponds
will be required to ensure that there is adequate flow to avoid stagnation, long
term maintenance and safety issues.

Transport - There are 742 parking spaces for 295 properties which indicates
that personal transport will be the preferred option for most residents of the
development.  The Transport Impact Statement should extend from the
crossroads at Durdar through the junction of Blackwell Road and Currock
Road.  The effects of traffic using Henderson Road and other similar "rat
runs" must not be overlooked.

Schools/shops/facilities - There is likely to be a large number of children
across the whole education age range - do the catchment area schools have
sufficient capacity?  The experience of this Parish Council is that parents tend
to prefer to access rural schools rather than urban schools.  Similarly
residents shop at supermarkets rather than local shops and, again, these
issues will impact on traffic volumes.

Other comments - is this the best location for residential development based
on falling employment opportunities in this part of the City.  The
leisure/access is a welcome feature, however it appears to be unlit - it is
understood that lighting of all such walkways is a pre-condition of adoption by



the local authority.  The range of property types, especially the inclusion of
bungalows, is welcomed and should ensure a well balanced community.
What provision will be made for access to the remaining agricultural land to
the south of the development site?

In response to the receipt of additional information and revised plans further
submissions have been received making the following points:

Entry of proposed additional permanent vehicle link to Scalegate Road
emerges at bottom of a hill with steep embankments 
and, therefore, very restricted sight lines and presents potential danger

The access from Durdar Road is still considered unsatisfactory. Local
knowledge of the existing road network (especially city-bound traffic)
indicates the likelihood that the majority of traffic would use Durdar Road
and the comments contained in previous response relating to the provision
of a roundabout remain apposite

Likely additional traffic movements from introduction of more units

The proposed closure of the track adjacent to Blackwell Vale is welcomed

Other, earlier comments including education reaffirmed
The projected vehicle movements from the new houses, together with public
transport provision, joining Durdar Road  (which is already busy and has a
poor accident record) justify a full review of the proposed junction ahead of
planning approval being formally sanctioned and whilst cost implications of
such a scheme could be funded by the developer rather than
a post-development scheme where project costs would fall to the local
authority.

Environment Agency (N Area (+ Waste Disp & Planning Liaison Team): -
Although the site generally lies in Flood Zone 1, some of the land lies within
Flood Zones 2 and 3.  These areas of land have a high or medium probability
of flooding and the developer must ensure that appropriate measures are
taken to prevent and mitigate the impact of flooding.

The applicant needs to submit further information in relation to the drainage
scheme for the site to show they are meeting the requirements of paragraph
103 of the National Planning Policy Framework.  If the application was to
progress to an approval at this stage, the submission and implementation of a
revised drainage scheme should be secured by planning condition.

Although finished habitable floor levels are not confirmed yet, the FRA
recommends that internal floor levels are raised by 150mm above the car
parking areas and access roads ensuring that they will not be susceptible to
flooding from local on site blockages within the surface water drainage
system.  This can be addressed by the imposition of relevant conditions.

The proposed development could negatively affect the River Caldew
downstream which is part of the River Eden and Tributaries Site of Special
Scientific Interest and River Eden Special Area of Conservation.  Wire Mire



Beck forms a pathway for the spread of species planted in this development
into the SSSI/SAC.

It is a legal requirement for all new construction projects with an estimated
build cost of more than £300,000 excluding VAT to have a site waste
management plan.

Pollution Prevention measures on site need to be implemented to protect
surface waters and groundwaters, these should comply with the Environment
Agency pollution prevention guidelines.

Measures should be put in place to prevent silt entering watercourses before
beginning construction work, such as silt fencing and silt settlement.  A shut
off valve on the outflow from the ponds/lagoons should be incorporated in
order to contain any spills.

Local Environment (former Community Services) - Drainage Engineer: -
three properties flooded (pluvial flooding) on Oaklands Drive on the 24th
September 2012 and due to the layout of the proposed site it may leave
some of the new properties susceptible to flooding if the possibility is not
considered before construction.  Also a potential issue regarding a land drain.

Natural England: - this proposal is close to the River Caldew which forms
part of the River Eden Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and River Eden
and Tributaries Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI).  Given the extent of
earthworks likely to be required on site and aquatic connectivity between the
site and the designated river, via Wire Mire Beck, we advise that you must
follow the procedures under Regulation 61 of the Conservation of Habitats
and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended).

It is our view that it should be possible to propose appropriate mitigation in
order to minimise the risk of a likely siginificant effect on the river's interest
features.

We advise that sufficient pollution prevention measures will need to be
designed into the detailed surface water drainage design, and employed on
site during the construction period in order to not impact on the interest
features of the designated river.

Ramblers Association: - no comments received.

Neighbourhoods and Green Spaces Manager: - there are two broad
impacts that need to be considered when addressing environmental impacts
on Hammonds Pond, namely damage to the environment, and concerns over
the ecological impact of alterations to the environment. 

Currently the infrastructure has reached a point where the development
works of 1998 funded by the National Lottery are in need of updating and
repair. Of the most concern is the stability of the southern bank side adjacent
to the path/lake, which is being undermined by wave action and top cut by
land flow over the path from the adjacent fields.There is little doubt that the



addition of 300+ houses that could result in over 750 additional people using
the site through the two proposed access gates which would put a
considerable extra pressure on an already stretched infrastructure.Wire Mire
Beck, classed as a main river, is not capable of carrying the land flow and
runoff from adjacent fields. As a City Council we need to clear this beck
seasonally, however due to is status there are both limited times and
constraints associated with such work, and the additional burden of surface
run off would probably enhance the problem of overflow, and this in turn
would lead to path flooding and bank erosion. 

Hammonds Pond also suffers from regular nightly anti-social behaviour.
These incidents range from simple petty vandalism to major incidents like
fires, wilful damage to life saving equipment and damage to private property.
The concern is that the additional pressure from the housing development will
focus a large number of extra people onto the site, attracting more people
from other areas and increasing the level of anti-social behaviour. A large
amount of the budget for the site is spent on repair and replacement of items
damage during the hours of dark. Any increase in the use or damage to the
park would result in an unsustainable increase in expenditure by the local
authority.

In this context the developer should take account of the need for the following
required works/improvements: additional points of access; improvements to
the footpaths; stabilisation and reforming the lake edge where severely
collapsed; interpretation for the site as a whole; conservation – tree
management & provision of bird and bat boxes; develop current play areas;
develop current football pitches (ditching works); BMX track improvements;
enable the cafe to become more a community outpost; and deal with
drainage issues on green field and path side near to play area.

Local Environment - Environmental Protection  (former Comm Env
Services- Env Quality): - no objections in principle however need to impose
relevant conditions regarding methane gas and any unexpected
contamination.

Cumbria Constabulary - North Area Community Safety Unit (formerly
Crime Prevention): - It is apparent from the submitted Design and Access
Statement (DAS) that crime prevention has been considered as part of the
design of this development.  The DAS advises that there is very little
segregation between movement modes.  However, the drawings indicate that
separate pedestrian access can be gained to the site via the "Leisure Path"
from the west, the Emergency Vehicle access to the east, and the PROW
directly from Hammonds Pond to the north which appear to contradict this
statement.  Formalising all of these pedestrian routes will make the site
excessively permeable and therefore compromises its overall security.

It is considered that the route to the east is superfluous as it does not lead to
a desired destination.  If separate Emergency Vehicle access is required, this
could be achieved by adapting the west "Leisure Path".

Generally, the dwellings are laid out to present active frontages.  However it is



considered that the "Leisure Path" (which terminates between Nos 61 & 63
Durdar Road) is not sufficiently addressed in this manner - presenting only
gable end or rear elevations to it (e.g. units 18, 19, 25, 26, 61 and 62) and is
therefore not supported by the "Surveillance" section of Community Safety
Principles.  Similarly, the PRoW should be formally addressed by Units 98,
223, 226, 234 etc.

It is a concern that directly linking the proposed site with Hammonds Pond will
have an adverse effect on the intention to deter the occurrence of anti-social
activity.  The only pedestrian access to reach Hammonds Pond should be via
the PRoW to Scalegate Road and hence to the designated access point
opposite Scaleby Close.

There are various spaces on the site which do not demonstrate obvious
ownership and consequently are susceptible to misuse/abuse.  For example,
the spaces to the front of Units 1 and 2 and the space adjacent to the garage
and Unit 3 could be interpreted as public space, unless obvious curtilages are
formed.  Also where the PRoW terminates adjacent to Units 254-259 there is
insufficient demarcation of space around these dwellings to promote the
establishment of "defensible space".

Northern Gas Networks: - no objections to these proposals, however there
may be apparatus in the area that may be at risk during construction works
and should the planning application be approved, then we require the
promoter of these works to contact us directly.

Royal Society for the Protection of Birds: - no comments received.

United Utilities: - no objection providing specific conditions are imposed
concerning foul and surface water drainage details, and protection of a public
sewer which crosses the site.

The developer needs to be aware that some off-site mainlaying is likely to be
required.

Housing Strategy:- in 2011 the City Council commissioned a study to
establish affordable housing need in the three housing market areas of
Carlisle: rural west, rural east and the urban centre.  For Carlisle's urban
centre, within which this development is located, the study identified a need
for 597 affordable homes per year for 5 years.  Provision of affordable
housing through this development will therefore have a positive impact on
meeting the affordable housing needs of local people.

The level of affordable housing on this site complies with Policy H5 of the
Local Plan.  The tenure mix of affordable homes on the proposed scheme,
split between rented and discounted sale properties are suitable, as are the
sizes of the proposed affordable homes.

6. Officer's Report

Assessment



6.1 Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires
that proposals be determined in accordance with the development plan,
unless material considerations indicate otherwise.  The development plan
currently comprises the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016 (CDLP).   In
March 2012 the government published its National Planning Policy
Framework. As up-to-date government advice, this is clearly a highly material
consideration in the determination of the application. The NPPF seeks
sustainable development/growth in economic, environmental and social
respects.  The NPPF explains in paragraph 14 that at the heart of the
Framework there is a presumption in favour of sustainable development
which should be seen as a golden thread running through both plan-making
and decision-taking.  For decision-taking this means:

approving development proposals that accord with the development plan
without delay; and

where the development plan is absent, silent or relevant policies are
out-of-date, granting permission unless: any adverse impacts of doing so
would significantly and demonstrably outweigh the benefits; or specific
policies in the Framework indicate development should be restricted.

6.2 Furthermore, the NPPF “does not change the statutory status of the
development plan as the starting point for decision-making. Proposed
development that accords with an up-to-date Local Plan should be approved
and proposed development that conflicts should be refused unless other
material considerations indicate otherwise.” (para 12).

6.3 Members also need to have regard to the Carlisle Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA); the City Council’s 2011 Housing Needs and
Demand Study; the Carlisle Affordable Housing Economic Viability
Assessment (November 2012); the City Council’s “Five Years Housing Land
Supply: Position Statement” (30.09.12); and the Economic Review of Carlisle
(January 2013) prepared by the Carlisle Economic Partnership.   The
Achieving Well Designed Housing Supplementary Planning Document is also
of relevance.

6.4 When assessing this application there are considered to be eight main
issues, namely:

whether or not the scale and type of development is appropriate and/or
lead to any significant adverse effect on housing policies;
whether it is sustainable in terms of transport and accessibility;
whether the proposal would be detrimental to highway safety/capacity;
implications for local community infrastructure – education, sports
field/play equipment and refuse bins; 
whether the proposal meets the objectives of saved Policy H5 of the
CDLP regarding the provision of affordable/social housing; 
whether there are any significant adverse effects on ecology;  
whether the proposal would be detrimental to the living conditions and



security of local residents; and 
whether the proposal would be detrimental to the visual character of the
area including trees.

1) Whether or not the development is appropriate and/or lead to any
significant adverse effect on housing policies 

6.5 Paragraph 47 (point 2) of the NPPF states that Local Planning Authorities
should:

“identify and update annually a supply of specific deliverable sites sufficient to
provide five years worth of housing against their housing requirements with
an additional buffer of 5% (moved forward from later in the plan period) to
ensure choice and competition in the market for land. Where there has been
a record of persistent under delivery of housing, local planning authorities
should increase the buffer to 20% (moved forward from later in the plan
period) to provide a realistic prospect of achieving the planned supply and to
ensure choice and competition in the market for land.”

6.6  Paragraph 47 (point 3) then adds that Local Planning Authorities should:

“..identify a supply of specific, developable sites or broad locations for growth,
for years 6-10 and, where possible, for years 11-15.”

6.7 Paragraph 49 of the NPPF states that:

‘Housing applications should be considered in the context of the presumption
in favour of sustainable development. Relevant policies for the supply of
housing should not be considered up-to-date if the Local Planning Authority
cannot demonstrate a five-year supply of deliverable housing sites’.

6.8 Under the NPPF “deliverable” means a site that is available now, offer a
suitable location for development now, and be achievable with a realistic
prospect that housing will be delivered on the site within five years and in
particular that the site is viable. To be considered “developable”, sites should
be in a suitable location for housing development and there should be a
reasonable prospect that the site is available and could be viably developed
at the point envisaged (Footnotes 11 and 12).

6.9 The NPPF contains a requirement, that where a plan is silent, or there is a
shortage deliverable and developable land to meet needs, then a
presumption in favour of sustainable development comes into force.  In effect,
local planning authorities should grant planning permission unless any
adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably outweigh
the benefits associated with it.

6.10 On the 18th April 2011 the Council’s Executive resolved to keep the 5-year
target of the former Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) i.e. an annual target for
Carlisle of 450 net dwellings per year, i.e. 2,250 residential units over 5 years.
There is also a requirement to have a 5% (equivalent to 112 dwellings)



additional “buffer” unless there has been a record of persistent under delivery
of housing when it should be increased to 20% (i.e. equivalent to 450
dwellings).  In the case of Carlisle, since 2006/07 there has been an annual
shortfall in delivery of target which cumulatively equates to 583 dwellings.
This is deemed to be persistent and therefore an additional 20% buffer is
required equivalent to 90 dwellings per year.  On the basis of the foregoing
the 5 year requirement is 2700 dwellings.

6.11  The “Economic Review of Carlisle” (January 2013) suggests that a realistic
assessment of housing need and demand, based on the Council's Housing
Need and Demand Study, would fall within the range between 400 and 665
per annum.  The modelling undertaken by DTZ indicating that around 545
homes would be required each year until 2025 just to maintain the size of the
existing working-age population.  Provision above this level would be required
to support growth in the workforce and employment over the next 20 years.

6.12 The City Council’s “Five Years Housing Land Supply: Position Statement - As
of 30 September 2012” gives an overall figure of 2,765 dwellings which
equates to 6.14 years supply and, against a figure of 2,700, gives 102.4% of
requirement.  In the intervening period authority to issue approval has been
given for major residential development schemes such as Houghton
(application 12/0610) and Dalston (12/0878).   As such there is currently
sufficient supply of specific deliverable sites to provide five years worth of
housing to meet the housing requirement of 450 dwellings per year with an
additional buffer of 20%.

6.13 In summary, the latest figures indicate that there is six years supply of
deliverable sites although this is less than identified in the “Economic Review
of Carlisle” (January 2013).  Conversely, the proposed development of the
site is compatible with the existing residential development at Blackwell Road
and Oaklands Drive/Scalegate Road.  The Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA), whilst not allocating land, identifies the majority of this
site as being deliverable and developable within the first five years of the
forthcoming Local Plan, and thus able to contribute to meeting Carlisle’s
housing requirements. Considering the existing size and role of Carlisle, the
scale of development proposed is not considered untoward. 

6.14 Subsequently, it is necessary to also consider whether there any adverse
impacts of the proposal (in terms of the remaining issues such as
sustainability, highway safety/capacity, etc) that would significantly and
demonstrably outweigh the benefits.

2)   Whether it is sustainable in terms of transport and accessibility

6.15 Under the current adopted CDLP 2001-2016 Policies DP1, H1 and CP16 are
of direct relevance. Naturally, Policies DP1 and H1 of the Local Plan identify
Carlisle as a sustainable development location. Policy CP16 requires new
development to offer a realistic choice of access by public transport, walking
and cycling. Furthermore, and as already indicated, the application site has
been identified within the Carlisle Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA), which forms part of the evidence base for the



emerging replacement Carlisle District Local Plan.

6.16 The submitted Transport Assessment (TA) prepared on behalf of the
applicant explains that Durdar Road/Blackwell Road, Upperby Road and
Scalegate Road are all bus routes.  The Durdar Road stops are served by
service 38 which provides a direct connection from the site to the City Centre
with a 30-60 minute frequency, Monday – Friday; and evening services are
available to the City Centre via service 65.  The Scalegate Road stops are
served by services 67 and 68 which provide high frequency direct
connections to the City Centre every 15 minutes, Monday – Friday; services
are also available on Saturdays and Sundays.  The “City Hopper” bus service
runs along Scalegate Road and provides half-hourly frequency services to the
City Centre, Upperby, Harraby and Morton Park between Mondays –
Saturdays.  The TA also explains that there is a network of public rights of
way and footpaths that run through and near to the site.

6.17 When considering accessibility to facilities, the TA explains that the site is
within 2.8km of the City Centre; there are existing shops, a fitness centre, hair
salon, post office and places of worship within Upperby and Currock; health
facilities are located at the Blackwell Road Branch GP Surgery, the Fusehill
Medical Practice, Grosvenor House Surgery, and the Cumberland Infirmary;
food shopping can be achieved within the City Centre, ASDA supermarket on
London Road, a Co-op, and the local Spar; leisure and recreation facilities
include DW Sports, AMF Bowling, and the park at Hammonds Pond.

6.18 The submitted Planning Statement accompanying the application explains
that the site is considered to be a sustainable location because it is located:
in the Carlisle Urban Area; within walking/cycling distance of local shops,
schools and other services; is mainly in Flood Zone 1 (the lowest category of
flood risk); and on land which is closely influenced by existing residential
development.  Paragraph 7.6 goes on to state:

“The NPPF and Local Plan promote housing development in suitable
locations which offer access to community facilities.  The Blackwell site is in a
sustainable location with access to services, retail and facilities by walking
and cycling.  It is located within the Carlisle Urban Area approximately 2.6km
from the City Centre and served by approximately 5 buses every hour.

...The site benefits from its proximity to Hammond’s Pond which offers formal
sports pitches, informal leisure opportunities from walking, a cafe and
equipped children’s play areas.”

6.19 The submitted Interim Travel Plan highlights that a Travel Plan Co-ordinator
will be appointed to encourage sustainable travel; the site has been designed
to maximise opportunities for travel by walking and cycling; the internal road
network is such that vehicle speeds will be low and thus suitable for use by
cyclists; a Travel Information Pack (including a ‘car share form’); the
developer will provide broadband facilities at the site; and it is intended that a
formal monitoring period of five years is established with the results submitted



to the County Council.

6.20 When assessing the proposal on this issue it is considered to represent a
logical extension to the City, is sustainable in terms of its location, and be
capable of contributing to the ongoing sustainability of the area.  In order to
ensure that the Travel Plan is implemented effectively, it will also be
necessary to secure the following through a S106 Agreement:

the submission of a full Travel Plan involving the appointment of a Travel
Plan Co-ordinator (with sufficient time, budget and management support
available to successfully implement the Travel Plan)
the Travel Plan Co-ordinator producing annual reports until one year after
the completion of the final property;
a target reduction of 10% in AM and PM peak hour trips;
a Travel Plan bond will be required in favour of the County Council to be
used in the event that the targets have not been achieved i.e. £77,175
(based on the cost of an annual Carlisle Megarider bus ticket multiplied by
the proposed reduction in the number of AM and PM peak hour car trips
multiplied by 5 years); and
 an administration contribution of £6,600 in respect of County Council
staff time relating to the ongoing monitoring and review of the
development's travel plan (i.e. 6 reviews at £1,100 per time).

3) Whether the proposal would be detrimental to highway
safety/capacity

6.21 In the context of the various reports received on this matter, the Highway
Authority is, on the one hand, maintaining an objection to the proposal but,
also, recommended the imposition of relevant conditions should permission
be granted.  The Highway Authority has not raised an objection to the
Blackwell Road junction because the levels of traffic to/from Lowry Street and
the approved development at Carlisle Racecourse is relatively small and local;
and relying on traffic obeying a “no overtaking” system is commonplace on
the national network at bends, blind summits etc.  However, the Highway
Authority’s objections appear to be on the follow points:

The Scalegate Road access does not comply in terms of visibility –
70m must be provided to the south by removing a portion of hedge;
The Blackwell and Scalegate Road junctions need to be properly
designed (i.e. full engineering drawings including levels, road markings
and signage, and a Stage 2 Road Safety Audit carried out);
The Shared Access Way fronting blocks 231-233 needs to be 4.8m
wide with a “proper” connection to the existing paths at Hammonds
Pond;
Problems associated with surface water drainage to the south of the
houses in Oaklands Drive;
Without site sections, including the existing houses on Oaklands Drive,
it is difficult to tell whether the overlooking/boundary issues have been
addressed;
Unacceptability of the raised table chicane by plots 34-38;
Unclear what purpose the 6m link road for plots 158-169 serves;



The view of the Fire Service should be sought;
The “one sided islands” on the access road from Scalegate Road are
problematic - would be best formed as full raised tables. 

6.25 By way of a response, Members should be aware that:

The applicant has agreed to provide a 70m splay by removing and
replacing the existing hedge at the junction with Scalegate Road;
The provision of drawings can be the subject of a condition;
The revised plans show the Shared Access Way fronting blocks
231-233 to be 4.8m wide with a “proper” connection to the existing
paths at Hammonds Pond;
The submitted drawings (2580 01P2, 014P1 and 09P3) detail the route
of the pipe picking up the surface water, the installation of which can
be the subject of a condition;
The impact of the proposal on the living conditions of neighbouring
residents will be discussed separately;
The proposed raised table chicane by plots 34-38 is to serve as a
traffic calming measure;
the 6m link road for plots 158-169 serves as part of the proposed bus
route through the development;
the Crew Manager (Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service) has informally
not raised any objections to the proposal apart from recommending the
provision of a turning head on the drive serving plots 68-73 which can
be the subject of a relevant condition;
the applicant is happy to install raised tables along the road fronted by
plots 295-315 complemented by the planting of a hedgerow and hedge
trees.

6.26 The Council’s independent consultant, iPRT Transport Planning Group, has
confirmed that in their opinion the Blackwell/Durdar Road junction will operate
within capacity and that it is a suitable form of access to the development
(although not necessarily the most suitable form of access).  In relation to the
Scalegate Road access, amended details have been received showing
improved visibility to the south; the reduction in the speed limit from 60mph to
20mph; and the provision of countdown markers from the 60mph to 20mph
speed limit.  On this basis iPRT are content with this aspect of the proposal.

6.27 As such, it is considered that concerns can be addressed through the
imposition of relevant conditions, and a refusal of permission on highway
grounds is not sustainable.

4) Implications for local community infrastructure – education, sports
field/play equipment and refuse bins

6.28 In relation to education, the developer has agreed to pay the contribution
(£171,000 plus an administration fee of £8,500) requested by the Education
Authority.  Furthermore, the developer has agreed to fund/enable works to
facilities at Hammonds Pond, namely, improvements to the CCTV system
serving Hammonds Pond (£10,000); improve the drainage to the football
pitches at Hammonds Pond (£40,000); improvements to the skate park at



Hammonds Pond (£133,000); carry the diversion, re-instatement and
provision of lighting to two footpaths at Hammonds Pond (£185,000); and
transfer an area of land to form an extension to Hammonds Pond to the City
Council.  The applicant has also agreed to provide refuse bins.  All the above
can be secured through the completion of a Section 106 Agreement.

5)   Whether the proposal meets the objectives of Policy H5 of the CDLP
regarding the provision of affordable/social housing

6.29 Policy H5 of the Local Plan 2001-2016 explains that on allocated and windfall
sites of 10 or more dwellings in the urban area, a contribution of 30% of units
on-site towards affordable housing will be expected.

6.30 The current application seeks full planning permission for residential
development comprising the erection of 318 residential units.  The provision
of affordable housing totals 66 units with 35 in the form of low cost units, and
31 as rented units.  The 35 low cost units comprise x10 two bed apartments;
x23 three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses.  The affordable rented units
are specified as x10 two bed apartments; x15 three bed houses; and x2 four
bed houses. 

6.31 The City Council’s Housing Strategy Officer has confirmed that the level of
affordable housing on this site complies with Policy H5 of the Local Plan
2001-2016; and that the tenure mix of affordable homes on the proposed
scheme, split between rented and discounted sale properties are suitable, as
are the sizes of the proposed affordable homes.

6)   Whether there are any significant adverse effects on ecology

6.32  The key issues in this case relate to the possible impacts of the proposal on
nature conservation interests “off-site” together with the “on-site” effects upon
features and habitats, including protected species.

6.33 The submitted Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey and Fisheries Assessment
by AJT Environmental Consultants highlights that there are 17 protected
species recorded within 2km of the site and additional unidentified bat
species.  There are roost records for at least three species of bat in the local
area.  No signs of badger were encountered during the field survey.  The
existing lean to shelter on the site is considered to be of negligible risk of
supporting roosting bats.  There are 16 trees on the site identified as having a
medium or high risk of supporting a bat roost.  The boundaries of the site
provide suitable flight lines and foraging opportunities for local bats and
connectivity to the wider landscape is good.  Although discontinuous the
hedgerows provide suitable nesting sites for birds.  The mature trees provide
high quality nesting sites for bird species.

6.34 The Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey recommends that: scrub clearance or
tree pruning/felling should not be undertaken during the bird breeding season
unless prior checks have been carried out; no trees with the potential to
support bats are to be removed during the development works; undertake
measures to minimise negative impacts on bats; and landscape areas are



designed to maximise the benefits to bio-diversity.

6.35 The Bat Survey Report recommends that: works to enhance and extend the
remaining hedgerow network should be undertaken; open wet areas should
be undertaken within the SUDS area to increase the abundance of insect
prey; a sensitive lighting scheme around the SUDS area should be used;
employ a lighting strategy to avoid light spill onto trees and hedgerows –
exterior lighting should follow the guidelines given by the Bat Conservation
Trust and Institute of Lighting Engineers should be followed.

6.36 Providing the above recommendations and mitigation are followed  and
conditioned,  it is concluded that the proposed development is unlikely to
significantly impact on the populations of protected species and other wildlife.

6.37  The River Eden SAC – Assessment of Likely Significant Effect carried out on
behalf of the Council by Lloyd Bore concludes that the proposed development
will not have a significant effect alone on the interest features of the River
Eden Special Area of Conservation provided that all of the mitigation
measures are implemented.  It is also considered that the proposal will not act
in combination with other plans/projects to impact significantly on the River
Eden SAC provided that all mitigation measures are implemented.

7)   Whether the proposal would be detrimental to the living conditions
and security of local residents  

6.38 When assessing the impact of the proposal on the living conditions of existing
residents, the general concerns expressed regarding the large scale
imposition of any sort of development on a community seeking to preserve its
identity are understandable, although the physical separation from Blackwell
will still be evident.  The problems associated with the “swamping” of an
existing community usually manifest themselves through pressures on
existing services/facilities, and/or the creation of social instability.  In this case
there is no evidence that facilities would be overwhelmed.   Furthermore,
there is no reason to believe that residents would cause, or make worse, any
social discord. 

6.39 Any concerns relating to construction noise and the hours of construction can
be addressed through the imposition of relevant conditions. 

6.40 The proposed stopping up of certain sections and diversion of the footpath
linking Blackwell Road to Scalegate Road will, along with the improvements
to the network within Hammonds Pond, enhance overall security in the area.
Cumbria Constabulary has not raised any objections to the proposal.

6.41 In relation to concerns expressed regarding overshadowing and losses in
privacy the major worries have centred on the relationship of the proposed
dwellings on plots 292 to 318 with the existing dwellings on Oaklands
Drive/Scalegate Road; and the relationship of plots 257 - 291 to the dwellings
on Oaklands Drive.  The submitted plans show that the respective distances
between facing primary walls of the dwellings at 160 - 178 Oaklands Drive
and plots 306 - 318 vary between 21- 23 metres; between 152-158 Oaklands



Drive and plots 304-307 they are 23-24 metres; between 134-150 Oaklands
Drive and plots 292-303 they are 19.75- 23 metres; the gable end of
proposed plot 291 to 130/132 Oaklands Drive is 15 metres; between 52-128
Oaklands Drive and plots 274-289 it varies from 20-30 metres; and the gable
ends of plots 257, 265 and 266 are 17-20 metres away from the respective
properties on Oaklands Drive.  On this basis it it is considered that any impact
is not sufficient to merit the refusal of permission.       

8) Whether the proposal would be detrimental to the visual character
of the area including trees

6.42 The application site lies within the County Council’s Landscape Character
Type 5d Urban Fringe (“Cumbria Landscape Character Guidance and
Toolkit”, March 2011).

6.43 The application is accompanied by a Landscape and Visual Appraisal which
highlights that the site is not a designated national, regional or local site of
landscape importance.  The site is considered to be of moderate landscape
condition, currently managed for agriculture.  The Appraisal considers the site
to be of moderate sensitivity and to have capacity to accommodate some
change, especially if appropriate steps are taken in terms of siting, layout and
design.  The impact of the proposed development upon the existing trees has
been assessed and no trees within the site would be adversely affected by
the proposed development and require removal.  However, sections of
hedgerow along the field boundaries within the site would require removal to
accommodate the proposed development.  The proposed development would
result in the planting of new native trees, hedgerows and shrubs and would
help to provide a diversity of age, maintain screening of the proposed
development from key visual receptors and contribute to the landscape
setting and visual amenity of the site.  Protection of the existing retained trees
and hedgerows will be required during the construction works.

6.44 When assessing the proposal on this issue it is considered that the proposal,
subject to the imposition of relevant conditions, will neither harm the long term
conservation of tree and hedgerow cover nor the appearance of the
landscape and the visual amenity of the area.  

Other Matters

6.45 In relation to greenhouse gases and climate change, the submitted Design
and Access Statement explains that the intention is for the development to
offer residents a choice not to travel by car, minimising the production of
CO2.   

6.46 The majority of the application site falls within Flood Zone 1 (Low Probability
suitable for all uses).  The main risk of flooding from this site is to third party
land.  On this basis, the provision of a SUDS in combination with the
management of surface water and provision of new pipework (such as along
the boundary with the properties at Oaklands Drive) can be the subject of a
condition.   United Utilities has not raised any objection to the proposed
development providing specific conditions are included in the planning



permission concerning only foul drainage connected into the foul sewer. 

6.47 Article 8 and Article 1 Protocol 1 of the Humans Rights Act are relevant but
the impact of the development in these respects will be minimal and the
separate rights of the individuals under this legislation will not be prejudiced.
If it was to be alleged that there was conflict it is considered not to be
significant enough to warrant the refusal of permission.

Conclusion

6.48 The current application site is designated an Urban Fringe Landscape, and
the latest figures indicate that there is six years supply of deliverable sites.
Conversely, the proposed development of the site is compatible with the
existing residential development at Blackwell Road and Oaklands
Drive/Scalegate Road; the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
identifies the majority of this site as being deliverable and developable within
the first five years of the forthcoming Local Plan; the scale of the development
is not considered to be untoward; and it is in a sustainable location.

6.49 Furthermore, it is considered to be a logical extension to the City; concerns
regarding highway safety can be addressed through the imposition of relevant
conditions; the required improvements and provision of community
infrastructure can be the subject of a Section 106 Agreement; the Council's
Housing Strategy Officer has not raised any objections to the proposed tenure
and size mix of the proposed affordable housing; the proposed development
is unlikely, in itself or in combination, to have a significant impact on protected
species/ecology and the River Eden SAC; any impact on the living conditions
of existing residents is not sufficient to merit the refusal of permission; and it
is considered that the proposal will neither harm the long term conservation of
tree and hedgerow cover nor the landscape and the visual amenity of the
area. 

6.50 On balance, having weighed up the arguments for and against the proposal, it
is concluded that any harm is outweighed by the benefits and the proposal is
recommended for approval subject to the imposition of relevant conditions,
and the satisfactory completion of a s106 agreement to secure:

a) the payment of a commuted sum towards improvements to the CCTV
system serving Hammonds Pond (£10,000); improve the drainage to the
football pitches at Hammonds Pond (£40,000); improvements to the
skate park at Hammonds Pond (£133,000); carry the diversion,
re-instatement and provision of lighting to two footpaths at Hammonds
Pond (£185,000);

b) the transfer an area of land to form an extension to Hammonds Pond to
the City Council;

c) the payment of the commuted sum (£171,000 plus an administration fee
of £8,500) requested by the Education Authority;

d) the provision to each unit of a refuse wheeled bin;
e) the provision of the affordable housing (66 units with 35 in the form of low

cost units, and 31 as rented units - the 35 low cost units comprise x10
two bed apartments; x23 three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses, and



the affordable rented units are specified as x10 two bed apartments; x15
three bed houses; and x2 four bed houses);

f) the payment of £10,000 to enable improvements to be carried out to the
Caldew Cycleway;

g) the submission of a full Travel Plan involving the appointment of a Travel
Plan Co-ordinator (to produce annual reports until one year after the
completion of the final property) and a target reduction of 10% in AM and
PM peak hour trips;

h) the payment of a Travel Plan bond in favour of the County Council to be
used in the event that the targets have not been achieved i.e. £77,175
(based on the cost of an annual Carlisle Megarider bus ticket multiplied
by the proposed reduction in the number of AM and PM peak hour car
trips multiplied by 5 years), and an administration contribution of £6,600;
and

i)  the City Council's monitoring fee of £300 per commitment.

7. Planning History

7.1 In 2001 and 2004, application reference numbers 04/0001/TEL and
01/0031/TEL, permission was granted under the Prior Approval procedure for
the erection of two 15 metre high telecommunication masts.

7.2 In April 2006, under application 06/0253, permission was granted for the
installation of a 18m high timber monopole and ancillary development.

8. Recommendation: Grant Permission

1. The development shall be begun not later than the expiration of 3 years
beginning with the date of the grant of this permission.

Reason: In accordance with the provisions of Section 91 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 ( as amended by Section 51 of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004).

2. The approved documents for this Planning Permission comprise:

1. the submitted planning application form received 21st September 2012;

2. the Location Plan (drawing number BLA-LP1 Rev A) received 21st
February 2013;

3. the Site Layout Plan (drawing number 20868-05 Rev V) received 10th
October 2013;

5. Site Context Photographs 3 & 4 received 21st September 2012;

18. the Site Context Plan (drawing number L1) received 21st September
2012;



19. the Site Appraisal Plan (drawing number L2) received 21st September
2012;

20. the Visual Appraisal Plan (drawing number L4) received 21st
September 2012;

21. the Street Elevations 1 of 2 (drawing number SE-01 Rev C) received
21st September 2012;

22. the Street Elevations 2 of 2 (drawing number SE-02 Rev C) received
21st September 2012;

23. House Type 1 (Handed) (drawing numbers  PLP2H; PLE2/4H;
PLE2/5H; PLE2/6H; PLE2/7H) received 21st February 2013;

24. House Type 5 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLP2H; PLE1/4H;
PLE2/4H Rev A) received 21st February 2013;

25. House Type 6 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H Rev A; PLE1/3H
Rev C; PLE1/4H Rev D; PLE1/8H Rev C; PLE1/11H Rev B) received
21st February 2013;

26. House Type 9 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP3H Rev A; PLE3/1H)
received 21st February 2013;

27. House Type 11 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H Rev A; PLE1/1H
Rev A; PLE1/4H Rev A) received 21st February 2013;

28. House Type 12 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLP2H; PLE1/2H;
PLE2/4H) received 21st February 2013;

29. House Type 14 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLP2H; PLE1/3H;
PLE1/5H; PLE2/1H) received 21st February 2013;

30. House Type 16 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLE1/2H;
PLE1/3H) received 21st February 2013;

31. House Type 20 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLE1/1H;
PLE1/2H) received 21st February 2013;

32. House Type 28 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLE1/1H;
PLE1/2H; PLE1/3H) received 21st February 2013;

33. House Type 32 (Handed) (drawing numbers PLP1H; PLE1/4H;
PLE1/5H; PLE1/7H) received 21st February 2013;

34. House Type 4-2 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/1; PLE1/10; PLE1/11)
received 21st February 2013;

35. House Type 32 (drawing numbers CRL-PLP1; CRL-PLE1/4;
CRL-PLE1/7) received 21st February 2013;



36. House Type 28 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/2; PLE1/3; PLE1/1)
received 21st February 2013;

37. House Type 21 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/1; PLE1/2; PLE1/3)
received 21st February 2013;

38. House Type 20 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/1; PLE1/2) received
21st February 2013;

39. House Type 1 (drawing numbers  PLP2; PLE2/4; PLP4; PLE2/5;
PLE2/6; PLE2/7; PLE4/4; PLE4/7) received 21st February 2013;

40. House Type 2 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP3; PLE1/3; PLE3/3)
Received 21st February 2013;

41.  House Type 5 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP2; PLE1/4; PLE1/5;
PLE2/4) received 21st February 2013;

42. House Type 6 (drawing numbers PLP1 Rev A; PLE1/4 Rev B; PLE1/8
Rev A; PLE1/11) received 21st February 2013;

43. House Type 9 (drawing numbers PLP1 Rev A; PLP3 Rev A; PLE1/2;
PLE1/5; PLE1/6; PLE3/1) received 21st February 2013;

44. House Type 10 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP2; PLE1/4; PLE1/5;
PLE1/6; PLE2/1) received 21st February 2013;

45. House Type 11 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/1; PLE1/4) received
21st February 2013;

46. House Type 12 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP2; PLP3; PLE1/2;
PLE2/4; PLE3/1) received 21st February 2013;

47. House Type 13 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP2; PLP3; PLE1/1 Rev A;
PLE1/2; PLE1/3; PLE1/5; PLE1/7; PLE2/2; PLE3/6; PLE3/7) received
21st February 2013;

48. House Type 14 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLP2; PLE1/3; PLE1/4;
PLE1/5; PLE2/1) received 21st February 2013;

49. House Type 16 (drawing numbers PLP1; PLE1/2; PLE1/3) received
21st February 2013;

50. Detached Garages (drawing number SG1-EPS1) received 21st
February 2013;

52. the Boundary Details (drawing numbers BD-03; BD-15; BD-24; BD-29;
BD-35) received 21st September 2012;

53. the External Layout 1 of 6 (drawing number 001 Rev P2) received 21st



February 2013;

54. the External Layout 2 of 6 (drawing number 002 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

55. the External Layout 3 of 6 (drawing number 003 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

56. the External Layout 4 of 6 (drawing number 004 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

57. the External Layout 5 of 6 (drawing number 005 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

58. the External Layout 6 of 6 (drawing number 013 Rev P1) received 21st
February 2013;

59. the Development Plot Schedule received 21st February 2013;

60. Plan 1 of 3 (drawing number PL-01 D);

61. Plan 2 of 3 (drawing number PL-02 D);

62. Plan 3 of 3 (drawing number PL-03C);

63. the Elevation Treatment Plan (drawing number ML01 Rev E);

64. the Boundary Treatments (drawing number BT01 Rev E);

65. Site Sections 1 of 2 (drawing number 011 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

66. Site Sections 2 of 2 (drawing number 012 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

67. the Drainage Layout 1 of 6 (drawing number 006 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

68. the Drainage Layout 2 of 6 (drawing number 007 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

69. the Drainage Layout 3 of 6 (drawing number 008 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

70. the Drainage Layout 4 of 6 (drawing number 009 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

71. the Drainage Layout 5 of 6 (drawing number 010 Rev P2) received 21st
February 2013;

72. the Drainage Layout 6 of 6 (drawing number 014 Rev P1) received 21st



February 2013;

73. the Development Phasing Plan (drawing number INdd01) received 21st
September 2012;

74. the Flood Risk and Surface Water Assessment received 21st
September 2013;

75. the Phase 1 Geo-Environmental Ground Investigation Report received
21st September 2012;

76. the Design and Access Statement received 21st September 2012;

77. the Transport Assessment received 21st September 2012;

78. the Interim Travel Plan received 21st September 2012;

79. the Planning Statement received 17th October 2012;

80. the Community and Stakeholder Engagement Statement  received 17th
October 2012;

81. the Ecology Report;

82. the Bat Survey Report;

83. the Tree Report;

84. the Affordable Housing Plan (drawing number 20868-06);

85. the SUDS Design Plan (drawing number 677-01B);

86. the Secondary Access Plan to Scalegate Road (drawing number
IT7072-GA-020 Rev A);

87. the Bus Tracking Plan (drawing number SL030.90.9.SL.TL1);

88. the Engagement Report;

89. the Materials Schedule (Rev A);

90. the Notice of Decision; and

91. any such variation as may subsequently be approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To define the permission.

3. Prior to the commencement on any part of the site there shall be submitted
to, and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority, a plan and/or
programme showing the proposed phasing of the development. That



phasing plan shall include the phasing of the overall development hereby
permitted in terms of:

the provision of pedestrian and vehicular connectivity;
1. the provision of foul and surface water drainage infrastructure; 
2. the delivery of other services such as gas, electricity and

telecommunications;
3. the provision of storage receptacles for waste and recyclable materials

for each residential unit including suitable accessing arrangements for
recyclable/waste collection vehicles;

4. the provision of bat friendly ridge tiles, and bat and bird boxes; and
5. the undertaking of flood mitigation measures.

The development shall thereafter proceed only in accordance with the
approved phasing plan and/or programme or such variation to that plan
and/or programme as may subsequently be agreed in writing by the Local
Planning Authority.

Reason: To ensure that the site is developed in a co-ordinated manner.

4. Prior to the commencement of development a Construction Management
Plan shall be submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning
Authority. This shall include noise management measures; waste
minimisation and management measures; wheel washing; use of
vibro-compaction machinery/vibration management; dust management;
external lighting; security; vehicle control within the site; full compliance with
all of the mitigation measures detailed in the "Air Quality Assessment for
Proposed Residential Development Land at Durdar Road, Blackwell,
Carlisle";  localised traffic management; measures to prevent silt entering
watercourses; and protocols for contact and consultation with local people
and other matters to be agreed with the Local Planning Authority. 

The agreed scheme shall be implemented upon commencement of
development and shall not be varied without prior written agreement of the
Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To safeguard the living conditions of neighbouring residents
and mitigate impacts on ecology in accordance with Policies
CP2, CP5, CP6 and LE2 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2001-2016.

5. No construction work associated with the development hereby approved
shall be carried out before 07.30 hours on weekdays and Saturdays nor after
18.00 hours on weekdays and 13.00 hours on Saturdays (nor at any times
on Sundays or Bank Holidays).

Reason: To prevent disturbance to nearby occupants in accordance with
Policy CP6 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

6. Before site works commence on any phase of the hereby permitted
development; plans shall be submitted for the prior approval of the Local



Planning Authority, indicating adequate land for the site offices, materials
storage and parking for plant/vehicles engaged in the construction
operations associated with that Phase of the development. Such land,
including, the vehicular access(es) thereto, shall be used for, or be kept
available for these purposes at all times until completion of the said Phase of
the construction works.

Reason: The carrying out of this development without provision of these
facilities during the construction works is likely to lead to
inconvenience and danger to road users and to support Local
Transport Policy LD8.

7. Prior to the commencement of the construction of the dwellings hereby
permitted on plot numbers 68 to 73 (as detailed on drawing number 20868
Pl-01 Rev. D) a scheme/revised plan(s) shall be submitted detailing how the
aforementioned residential units will be accessed by Cumbria Fire Service.
The development shall thereafter proceed only in accordance with the
approved scheme/revised plan(s).

Reason: In order to ensure effective access.

8. No development shall commence until details of the proposed hard surface
finishes to all public and private external areas within the proposed scheme
have been submitted to and approved, in writing, by the Local Planning
Authority.

Reason: To ensure the materials used are acceptable and to ensure
compliance with Policy CP5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2001-2016.

9. No development shall take place until full details of the proposed landscape
works, including a phased programme of works, have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority and these works shall be
carried out as approved prior to the occupation of any part of the
development or in accordance with the programme agreed by the Local
Planning Authority. Any trees or other plants which die or are removed within
the first five years following the implementation of the landscaping scheme
shall be replaced during the next planting season.

Reason:       To ensure that an acceptable landscaping scheme is prepared
and to ensure compliance with Policy CP5 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2001-2016.

10. Before any development is commenced on the site, including site works of
any description, a protective fence shall be erected around those hedges
and trees to be retained in accordance with a scheme that has been
submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority. Within
the areas fenced off the existing ground level shall be neither raised nor
lowered, except in accordance with the approved scheme, and no materials,
temporary buildings or surplus soil of any kind shall be placed or stored
thereon, no fires lit, and no cement mixed. If any trenches for services are



required in the fenced off area, they shall be excavated or back filled by
hand and any roots encountered with a diameter of 25mm or more shall be
left unsevered. The fence shall thereafter be retained at all times during
construction works on the site.

Reason: In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded to all
hedges to be retained on site in support of Policy CP5 of the
Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

11. No development shall commence until a method statement for any work
within the root protection area of those trees and hedges to be retained has
been submitted to and agreed, in writing, by the Local Planning Authority.
The method statement should provide details on any surface to be installed,
the timing of the works and how the works are to be implemented.  The
development shall be carried out in accordance with the approved
statement.

Reason:        In order to ensure that adequate protection is afforded to all
trees and hedges to be retained on site in support of Policy
CP5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

12. No development hereby permitted shall commence until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted
to and approved in writing beforehand by the Local Planning Authority.  This
written scheme of investigation will include the following components:

a) an archaeological evaluation; and
b) an archaeological recording programme the scope of which will be
dependent upon the results of the evaluation.

Reason: To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be
made to determine the existence of any remains of
archaeological interest within the site and for the examination
and recording of such remains.

13. When the results of the programme of archaeological work referred to in the
above condition make it appropriate, there shall be carried out (within one
year of the completion of that programme on site, or within such timescale as
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority): an
archaeological post-excavation assessment and analysis; the preparation of
a site archive ready for deposition at a store; the completion of an archive
report; and the preparation and submission of a report of the results for
publication in a suitable specialist journal.

Reason: To ensure that a permanent and accessible record by the
public is made of the archaeological remains that have been
disturbed by the development.

14. The carriageways, footways, cyclepaths etc shall be designed, constructed,
drained and lit to a standard suitable for adoption and in this respect full



engineering details shall be submitted for approval by the Local Highways
Authority as part of a Highways Act 1980 Section 38 Agreement, before
roadworks commence on site.  These details shall be in accordance with the
standards laid down in the Cumbria Design Guide, all works so approved,
shall be constructed before the development (or relevant phase thereof) is
considered complete.

Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of
highway safety and to support Local Transport Plan Policies LD5,
LD7 and LD8.

15. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until the respective
estate road has been constructed in all respects to base course level and
street lighting has been provided and brought into full operational use
together with the associated means of vehicular and pedestrian access,
parking provision, and drainage in accordance with details submitted to and
approved in  writing beforehand by the Local Planning Authority.  The access
and parking facilities shall thereafter be retained and capable of use at all
times and shall not be removed or altered without the prior consent of the
Local Planning Authority. 

Reason: To ensure that the matters specified are designed and provided
to ensure a minimum standard of access when the
development is brought into use.

16. (i) Prior to any site work commencing, full detailed engineering design of the
Durdar and Scalegate Rd access points must take place and have a Stage 2
Road Safety Audit carried out, all to the satisfaction of the Local Highways
Authority. (If a satisfactory means of access cannot be attained the
development cannot commence).

(ii) The access from Durdar Rd. (C1036), shall be substantially met before
any sitework (other than precursory works like site investigations)
commences so that constructional traffic can safely access the site. No
works can commence within the Highway until the developer has entered
into a Highways Act 1980 Section 278 Agreement with the Local Highways
Authority. This access shall be used for the construction of the infrastructure
works and build out of Phases 1 & 2.

(iii) Upon completion of Phase II the Scalegate Rd. (C1037) access and link
road shall have been constructed and be used for the construction traffic
associated with Phases 3 & 4. Where practicable this will be routed via the
C1037 southward to the C1017 so as to minimise construction traffic
travelling through the Upperby & Currock residential areas.

(iv) Prior to siteworks commencing, the T&CP Act 1990 Sec:257 Diversion
Order for Public Footpaths 129014 & 109371 shall have been obtained.
Detailed proposals shall be submitted for approval, which indicate how the
Footpaths are to be maintained usable and diverted in accord with the
Construction programmes. The entire route shall be surfaced drained and lit
to adoptable standard (including the length through Hammonds Park to



Scalegate Rd.) by the time Phase II completes.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and to support Local Transport
Policies LD7 and LD8.

17. There shall be no means of access, pedestrian or vehicular, between the site
and existing highways except by way of the approved estate road, and
footways/footpaths.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and to support Local
Transport Policies LD7 and LD8.

18. No clearance of or damage to hedgerows shall take place during the bird
breeding season from 1st March to 31st August unless the absence of
nesting birds has been established through a survey and such survey has
been agreed in writing beforehand by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason:  To protect features of recognised nature conservation
importance, in accordance with Policy CP2 of the Carlisle
District Local Plan 2001-2016.

19. No development hereby permitted shall commence until:

a) A site investigation has been carried out to include monitoring for methane
gas and carbon dioxide, such monitoring to be carried out over a period of
4/6 calendar months duration with a minimum of six readings taken over that
period.  The readings shall be taken at times of falling barometric pressure
where ever possible and some readings must be taken when the pressure is
around or below 1000mb;

b) there have been submitted by way of a report to the Local Planning
Authority (LPA) the results of the investigation together with, for the approval
of the LPA, a scheme of any remedial measures which are identified in the
Site Investigation as necessary to combat effectively any risk to future
occupiers and property from methane gas and/or carbon dioxide (the
Scheme); and

c) following approval in writing by the LPA of the Scheme or agreement in
writing by the LPA that no remedial measures are necessary, the
development shall be undertaken in complete accordance with the Scheme.

Reason: To ensure that any risks which may arise from the generation
of migratory gas from the site and adjacent land is minimised.

20. In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported
in writing immediately to the Local Planning Authority.  An investigation and
risk assessment (in accordance with the guidance in BS10175) must be
undertaken and where remediation is necessary a remediation scheme must
be prepared, which is subject to the prior approval in writing of the Local
Planning Authority.



Following completion of measures identified in the approved remediation
scheme a verification report must be prepared, which is subject ot the prior
approval in writing of the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To ensure that any risks from land contamination to the future
users of the land and neighbouring land are minimised,
together with those to controlled waters, property and
ecological systems, and to ensure that the development can be
carried out safely without unacceptable risks to workers,
neighbours and other off site receptors.

21. All works comprised in the approved details of means of enclosure and
boundary treatment for the constituent phases of development shall be
carried out contemporaneously with the completion (i.e. by the plastering
out) of each residential unit.

Reason: To ensure that the details are acceptable and to ensure that
the work is undertaken in a co-ordinated manner that
safeguards the appearance and security of the area in
accordance with Policies CP5 and CP17 of the Carlisle District
Local Plan 2001-2016.

22. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 1995, or any Order revoking and re-enacting
that Order, no electricity sub-stations or gas governors shall be erected as
part of the development hereby permitted without the prior permission of the
Local Planning Authority.

Reason: The local planning authority wish to retain control over the
erection of electricity sub-stations and gas governors in order
to maintain the visual integrity of the development in
accordance with Policy CP5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan
2001-2016.

23. Prior to the commencement of development details of the height of any
residential unit hereby permitted in relation to the existing and proposed
ground/road levels and the height of the proposed finished floor levels
(inclusive of any garages) shall be submitted to and approved, in writing,
beforehand by the Local Planning Authority.  The levels shown shall be
related to metres above Ordnance Datum (AOD).

Reason: In order that the approved development overcomes any
problem associated with the topography of the area,
safeguards the living conditions of neighbouring residents, and
reduces the risk of flooding in accordance with Policy H1 of the
Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

24. In each Phase, adequate underground ducts shall be installed in
accordance with details approved beforehand by the Local Planning
Authority to enable broadband, telephone, electricity and television services



to be connected to any premises within the application site, without recourse
to the erection of distribution poles and overhead lines.

In providing such ducts the developers shall co-ordinate the provision of
such services with the respective undertakers. 

Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 3(1) and the Schedule 2 Part 17
Class G (b) of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted
Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking or re-enacting that Order),
no distribution pole or overhead lines within the area shall be erected, save
with the express consent of the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To maintain the visual character of the locality in accord with
Policy CP5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

25. The access covers to the underground ducts to be installed pursuant to the
above condition shall be carefully located in relation to the surface finishes
and to the satisfaction of the local planning authority and shall be of the type
whereby the "tray" may be infilled with the appropriate surface materials.

Reason: To maintain the visual character of the locality in accord with
Policy CP5 of the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.

26. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until an external
lighting scheme that minimises any potential impacts of light pollution has
been completed in accordance with details submitted to and approved in
writing beforehand by the Local Planning Authority.

Reason: To safeguard the ecology and environment of the area.

27. Full engineering details, including calculations, Discharge Consent(s) and
approval for channel improvement measures to the Wire Mire Beck, with
measures to intercept groundwater discharges that currently occurs through
the site (including the protection/improvement/replacement as necessary, of
the piped watercourses that are known to pass through Phases 3&4 to the
Beck/Hammonds Pond) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority
for approval prior to any infrastructure works (other than the site accesses)
commencing.  All such approved works shall be implemented to an agreed
programme in accordance with the constructional Phases and shall be
maintained operational thereafter.

Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management.
 To support Local Transport Plan Policies:  LD7 & LD8.

28. No residential unit hereby permitted shall be occupied until the respective
foul and surface water drainage works (inclusive of the provision of a shut of
valve on the outflow from the SUDS pond and how the respective works
shall be maintained and managed after completion) have been completed in
accordance with the details submitted to and approved in writing beforehand
by the Local Planning Authority.  The drainage scheme submitted shall be on
the basis of the surface water discharging into the SUDS pond and foul



water discharging into the 900mm diameter sewer located at the north of the
development site.  

Reason: To ensure that adequate drainage facilities are available which
are comprehensive in extent and follow a co-ordinated
sequence in accord with Policies CP2, CP10, CP12 and LE2 of
the Carlisle District Local Plan 2001-2016.
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